Administrative Information

**Location Information:** ASC

**Access Restrictions:** Patient Notes (Series I-D), Student Experiences (Series II), and Research Studies, Projects and Proposals (Series III-A) containing confidential information are restricted for 75 years from the date they were created.

**Custodial History:** Stanislav Grof’s papers were initially deposited with Betsy Gordon. In 2006 they were transferred from Betsy Gordon to Purdue Archives and Special Collections. Additional materials were donated by Grof to the Archives in 2006 and he continues to donate materials to the collection.

**Accession Numbers:** 20060525, 20060717, 20061218, 20061218

**Preferred Citation:** Stanislav Grof papers, Archives and Special Collections, Purdue University Libraries

**Copyright Notice:** The donor has assigned the copyright in his papers to the Archives; copyright in some items of the collection may be held by their respective authors. Consult a reference archivist for details.

**Related Materials Information:** A complete listing of authors whose articles exist in this collection is located in Appendix One. A list of the books that Dr. Grof has authored is available in Appendix Two.

More information on Stanislav Grof and his research can be found on the Erowid Vaults web portal:

http://www.erowid.org/culture/characters/grof_stanislav/

This section points out other items in the archives (or another repository) that are closely related to the collection described in the finding aid.